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Welcome back to our column honoring the mem“Yes, we have six generations that have lived in
ories of peoples and places up the Crystal River
the Crystal Valley area,” said tall, lanky Lew Ron
Valley. There’s an air of melancholy wafting up the
Thompson, as we introduced ourselves at his
valley floor now. The local aspen Folies Bergere is
home in Carbondale. Mount Sopris fills the southover, even the band has packed up and gone. It feels
ern-view window of a home deftly built, melding
like we’ve arrived late to a grand soiree… through
past and present materials. Perhaps an insight as to
the back door, after the party is over.
how this one family has survived the changes in
Our tree relations have frittered their golden
this Valley through lo these many generations.
confetti everywhere, and gift us with firewood to
The Thompson family was one of the first
keep us warm. They join the deadheaded flowers
Colorado settlers here in 1876. Great grandfather,
over into Compostland, to sleep and
Myron came from Missouri for
plan their dazzling new Spring
prospecting and mining. His wife
Collections ensemble.
passed on in St. Joe, and Myron
The ooo, ahhh and gaa-gaa over
went back and forth until he finally
all the natural beauty up the Crystal
moved their children out. Colorado
last month has since echoed back
was still a Territory then. His family
gunshots, chainsaws and nails
was one of the first to become resipounding last minute projects that
dents of the new Centennial State
can’t wait. The frequent October
when Colorado became part of the
freezes and snowfalls above sevenUnion that year.
eight-nine thousand feet have set the
We ask about the Ute connection.
season’s bar. There’re a lot of uh-ohs
“Oh, yes, the Utes weren’t run out
over how much still has to be done
until the late 1880’s. Apparently, they
before the big snows fall. Get wood
got along with him because they didin. Clear out snowpile spaces. Get
n’t kill him.” Lew Ron tells us.
more wood in. Make nice with your
His Grandmother’s side of the
neighbors-you might need their help.
family came from Indiana to Gothic
The full-timers up here say adios
and over into the Crystal Valley.
to their snowbird neighbors, one
They too were into mining and
promising to keep an eyeout while
“transportation.” Lew Ron tells us
the other offers warm accommodathat they provided the famous jack
tions down their way “whenever ya
trains that were the only way to
want!” We wonder as we gaze up to
transport anything across the
see a formation of some of our
Rockies from Crested Butte to Aspen
winged relations, the Canadian
to the Front Range. They had over
geese; are they honking the same
five hundred donkeys that carried
The Thompson’s summer cabin in Marble below Melton Falls that was burned down by
regards to the chickadees, junkos and
ore, goods and supplies back and
bootleggers during Prohibition. Thompson family photo.
stellar jays staking out their favorite
forth from mining camps.
feeders here? We know those feathAt some point, they decided
ered fellows must have some state of the art avian GPS system that has a big red mineral wealth wasn’t so easy after all. Myron and family settled into farming
bulls-eye right on Shirley Thomson’s home in Redstone! (our story, May ’08). Our and ranching basically because of the need for fodder and hay for his donkeys.
dear readers might remember that Shirley’s feeders attract the highest number of One of his eight children, Lew Ron’s great-uncle Alex, settled on a ranch next
different birds in the entire valley according to the Roaring Fork Audubon Society.
door, now called Sustainable Settings (our story, June ‘07) Eventually, between
both sides of Lew Ron’s families, they owned at one time something near three
IT GETS HAIRY NOW
thousand flat-land acres around and in present-day Carbondale, plus land up
Meanwhile, the rest of the year-rounders, whether claw, hoof or footed, begin near Marble.
to add or grow more layers to help adjust to the great outdoors of Winter in the
Rockies. Some of the male species show off more than their counterparts. “Oh, NOW THAT’S WHAT’S CALLED “STAYING CLOSE TO HOME”
hey, didn’t recognize ya with that new beard and mustache there.” The ladies roll
He tells us that in this home where we visit, he was born in 1942. “It wasn’t at
down their petticoats.
this location then. It was over on the other side of the river where River Valley
Amidst this seasonal transition due to weather, we two-leggeds really have to Ranch is now. We moved it here in 2001.”
envy all of our other Relations right about now in that they have no concept of
Some of the home’s hand-hewn logs came from a summer family cabin that sat
“Presidential election politics.” By the time this paper is in your hands, we will on some two hundred acres in front of Melton Falls, near Marble. “Melton is my
probably know who will be the next President of the United States. And no doubt, grandmother’s maiden name.” The present-day, and incorrectly spelled, “Milton”
not everyone will be happy about it. It’s like a bad hand of poker. Somebody’s Falls, can still be seen from County Road 3, across from the Marble airstrip bridge.
gonna read’em and weep.
“That cabin was empty during the winters. The family used it in the summer
This period in history will be known as a time where it was incomprehensible when they ran sheep up there. During Prohibition, it was broken into by some
to understand “trillions” of dollars of debt, “billions” of dollars of bank and stock bootleggers. Their stills caught on fire and burned up the cabin. We didn’t know it
losses, “millions” of homes and jobs losses…some say for the first time since the until Spring when we’d come back upvalley,” Lew Ron said. “You could still see
Nineteen Thirties, or “Depression Days”…hence, our cloak of somber grey and parts of their stills among the remains.”
brown malaise this late October, ‘08.
He tells how the some of the logs we see now were numbered, transported
down and incorporated into the home. “It is going to be moved one more time,”
WHAT GOES AROUND…
Lew Ron said. “The family has sold off the remaining acres but for my two and a
Ah, yes. We remember why it is important to preserve history so we can third that we have… a couple hundred feet south. We’ll have professional movers
always look back, see what we can learn about how people survived in times of who come and do it.” Don’t let anyone tell you different. Lew Ron is a real “homegreat challenges and change.
base” man!
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SO, WHAT’S IN STORE? AND DON’T SAY, “QUE SERA, SERA.”
Since we must have listened to too much radio on the way down and dragged
our morose mood into the discussion, we asked about how the Thompsons
remember the Depression Days up here.
“Our stories from Dad were that the Depression was a tough period of time
for people who lost their money. But this area probably survived fairly well
because it was a localized economy then, and they didn’t need a whole lot from
the outside.” In fact, we chuckled about the fact that it probably wasn’t much different before the Depression. Hard-working people of the land—growing, grazing,
hunting, mining—always seem to live hand to mouth.
IF YOU THOUGHT THAT WAS TOUGH
Lew Ron said that perhaps more devastating to this area than the Depression
was when the Sherman Silver Act was repealed. Aspen had become one of the
largest silver mining districts in the country. When silver was demonetized, its
value fell through the floor, taking fortunes hard made with it. Suddenly, that
livelihood was no more.
“Aspen went dead,” Lew Ron said, “some called it the ‘quiet years’, it was more
like the ‘desperate years’. People couldn’t get out, they had no jobs, no money nor
anywhere to go.”
He told how his mom, Julia, was one of nineteen kids. They couldn’t afford to
feed all of them and so Julia, at age seven, was sent off to Grand Junction to live
with an older sister at the time.
Gradually, the desperate years morphed into the aforementioned quiet years,
when farming and cattle raising was going on in the area. Land all around Aspen,
Basalt, and Carbondale became big family ranches where folks could provide for
themselves and the surrounding community.
Then in the late Forties, the town of Aspen started coming back with the ski
resort boom. Suddenly snow drove the markets more than silver. Skiing revitalized
the economy and kept growing. And growing. And growing. And growing still.
Pretty soon the development of resorts, businesses, housing, etc. all part of becoming a Town again, encroached more and more onto all that wide open space not
being “used” by “them.”
…COMES AROUND
Wait. Stop. Haven’t we seen this movie before? Isn’t that what was said when
the Utes were forced out of this valley? “They aren’t using all this land. There’s
valuable resources here we can use.” The “Us” or “Them” proposition kicks on full
throttle again.
How did it fare the second time around—people being forced out of not only
their land, but an inherited way of life they have had held for a long time?
SAD STATE OF AFFAIRS
“In a way, the white settlers feel the same about being displaced, same as the
Utes,” Lew Ron said. “For the same reasons, I suppose, its all about money; but, it
is also an interesting phenomenon. Farming and ranching people have been forced

Left-Carbondale, circa 1902. Some three thousand acres of all the flat land in this photo
belonged to the Thompson families at one point in time. The Ranch was most of the middle right, along the the hills on the right side. Compare same hill formation on photo at
right of a portion of today’s River Valley Ranch residences on the Old Thompson Ranch.
Left photo - Thompson family collection.
Right photo: Courtesy of coloradoaerialviews.com and Rob Hunker

out, but now there is interest again in local sustainability.” He refers to efforts such
as the Sustainable Settings farm we mentioned earlier on Lew Ron’s great-uncle’s
ranch. “There is no stopping progress, but we’re not sure what is progress.”
“We left the ranching business back in the 1970’s because of more and more
rules and regulations. Development gobbled up all the land. Not much farming of
potatoes or ranching of cattle was being done anymore. When I was growing up,
we drove cattle up from Carbondale to Marble on the road ( Highway 133). Then
there was too much traffic and we had to start trucking the cattle up…more
expense. Pretty soon, they moved our grazing lands from Marble to Reudi (a much
further, circuitous distance) We couldn’t afford to run a $200 cow on $1500 land
for a $100 calf.”

LIFE GOES ON
“Everyone has to make choices what they are going to do and not do.”
We’re then told there are only two original homesteader families left in the
Valley, the Thompsons and Sewells. When there was basically only agriculture and
mining, there was no other way to survive so many families’ children left and
became doctors, lawyers, engineers elsewhere.
Lew Ron’s family decided to sell the six hundred acre ranch, all but for ten
acres, and with his father and brother, moved their cattle operation to British
Columbia, where there were less rules and regulations.
“We had three thousand deeded acres, a cattle range of five hundred square
miles and ran about twelve hundred head of cattle for about fifteen years but we
found even then, it was hard to make a living ranching anymore.”
Lew Ron would come back to the homestead every winter and work in the
Coal Basin mines near Redstone or at the ski resorts in Aspen. He and one sister
have stayed in the Carbondale-Glenwood Springs area, the other brother and sister have moved on.

AND EVER EVOLVES
We talk about the development of River Valley Ranch (RVR) that encompasses
much of the original Thompson Ranch. “That was sold by the party that bought
our ranch. It is a Covenant Community with rules and regulations. While you lose
some independence, there is a gain of property value security. There are two million, two and a half million dollar homes here now.”
“The early pioneers probably feel the same as the Utes did because this is a special place, a very beautiful place to be, just trying to do whatever one can to be
here.” We hear these words coming from the heart.
“Ranching and farming are nearly dead,” Lew Ron goes on, “maybe only one
Continued on next page
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Memoirs of a River… Thompson Family History continued
who knows where. “Is that a
stud in the middle of your
tongue?”
SEVEN GENERATIONS OUTWHEW!
“There is always a strong
opposition to growth, a common trait. The last one in the
door wants to close it, but it’s
not very progressive and it just
doesn’t happen.” We agree.
When does the count begin as
to how long and deep one’s
roots in a particular place?
Lewis and Julia Thompson, left, with 3 of their 4 children and other famLew Ron shares with us
ily circa 1939, three years before youngest son, Lew Ron (photo left,
lower right) was born. Lew Ron and Jackie Thompson with three more how he is concerned for his
generations. Grandson in right rear would be the father of their seventh grandkids. He wants them to
generation in this valley.
have opportunities to be here
too. He and wife, Jackie have
family left working actively –the Nieslaniks.”
six grandchildren: one a senior in high school,
“There were a number of things that changed down to seven year olds. The senior has already
the dynamic of the valley. RVR changed the been accepted in the Colorado School of Mines
whole dynamic. Aspen Glen changed the
dynamic, the completed four-lane highway to
Aspen changed the dynamic. It seems to be a
resort community with a second home community that drives the local economy now. There is
a dramatic change of property values.” We marvel how “affordable” housing in Carbondale is
now in the four to five hundred thousand dollar
range. What kind of salary does that take?
ON A BRIGHTER NOTE
There’s the flip side of what happened when
Aspenites sold and moved to these Covenant
Communities. As with all changes, there was
controversy. Heated controversy. “A lot of hell
raised.” Then a referendum vote. A narrow (38
vote) victory. A period of adjustment. There still
is controversy and adjustments. Can we all say,
“Marketplace?” which is the current contentious major land development in
Carbondale. It is difficult all the way around.
Lew Ron has found ways of adapting to
other opportunities that developed for them to
stay. Working at RVR has created a strong
attachment to the community for him. We also
notice a nice set of golf clubs. Reminds this
writer of a scene in “Northern Exposure” where
the local Natives are playing golf on their
airstrip. In other words, go with the flow?
“The RVR community is very philanthropic.
They support Carbondale arts and theater.
Restaurants and businesses are here that wouldn’t have happened.”
He tells us that his kids too have adapted and
gone on into other businesses to stay in the
area. One lives in the family’s original carriage
house, in front of where we now sit. The other
son lives in Hendricks Ranch nearby. His daughter teaches school in New Castle. “You make
adjustments to stay. Being “forced out” is not a
good term, it’s more like “evolved.”
“If you want to stay, you will adapt. If not,
you will go. You don’t particularly like or enjoy
the changes. Sure, then was a much simpler life.
It is all relative. Depends on the period of time
you are in. Grandkids can’t relate to that.”
Oh, indeed. How well the gray-haireds know
when the kiddles come to visit with every manner of metal and satellite electronic devices stuck

We also feel some encouragement as we shake a firm hand
goodbye. Life does come full circle. Just like the sun…and with that,
we saddle off into the sunset….oh, no, that’s another movie too.
With a slight smile and the charming manner of a born and bred
(right in this here room!) Colorado cowboy, Lew Ron dons his black
hat. “We’ll have to share with you next time about The Victorian
and what we are doing to preserve its history for a public museum.”
That Victorian?!! The family’s primary residence from 1890
to 1966, this well-known home evolved from a one story to a
second, with porches added on that became enclosed. It is still
filled with furnishings over a hundred years old. Oh, my. We are
thrilled at the invitation. Our dear readers must stay tuned.
Assuming, that is, that our editor hasn’t barred the office door.
We’re only a wee tad late for deadline.
Meanwhile, may we all keep a stiff upper lip through these
changing times, may the best man win, and we’ll see you here
next month. Or, we might want to make like Mr. Bear and crawl
in a hole for the winter, assured the sun will come out again.
God bless this land and all its relations, Aho.
Charr

P.S. If you have any stories you would like to share, or learn
more about, contact Charlotte Graham, 970-704-0567 or email:
memoirsupthecrystal@wildblue.net
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and he is looking into other colleges in the engineering fields of solar, wind, and civil. Not long
before he too will be a Dad. A father who comes
back full circle in his family’s traditions by working and living WITH this land their family has
lived for one hundred and twenty-five years. We
see the look in this Grandfather’s eyes.
It brings to mind another Native American perspective we’ve read… something about a grandfather saying to his son, what we do now goes out seven
generations. We’re talking here to the man whose
family of Thompsons have crossed that threshold
of longevity on this land, brought full circle in the
Crystal River Valley. We can’t help but feel the Ute
spirits here would honor them too.
“Talking to old-timers is a good thing. The
historical aspect is an important part to preserve. We need to know where we came from
to know where we are going. Utes, pioneers, all
of us.” Lew Ron said.
“History is not a point in time. History is
always evolving.”
FAST FORWARD YET AGAIN
We thank Lew Ron for time-traveling us
through one and a quarter century, sharing but a
peek of his family’s roots in this beloved valley.
Phones ring. Timers buzz. It’s time to go. We
depart with a deep sense of introspection about
the future of the upper Crystal Valley. “That end
of the valley is the last stronghold of independence,” Lew had commented earlier on. Indeed.
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